SUMMER 2019

THE LAKEWOOD LATEST

Slow down and enjoy the
summer with your best furiend.

CASE STUDY

WHAT'S NEW!

THE CASE OF "THE RETURNING ODOR"

Bernie is a handsome boy, but he was a very stinky one! He
expressed his anal glands on his own quite frequently (and if
you've ever smelled anal gland material, you know it's horrible). As
a result, he needed rear end baths every week (if not more) to
wash away the terrible smell and we'll just say that Bernie was
NOT a fan of the baths. Due to the abnormal frequency of him
expressing his glands, he underwent a simple procedure to
remove them. Now Bernie never has to deal with the
uncomfortable process of having them expressed AND he doesn't
have to endure baths anymore. Bernie is now a much happier cat!
CASE CLOSED!

New Patient Spotlight

Ava

Lynx

Jax

Congratulations to our
receptionist, Dana, on
her engagement!

We are holding a raffle
for a Yeti cooler until
July 2!
Ask us how to enter!

Welcome to all of our
new furry faces and
their pet parents. Thank
you for choosing and
trusting us!

Bella

SUMMER 2019

STAFF PET RECOMMENDATION ROUNDUP!
Dr. Lucy (doctorate of being a dog)
Do you enjoy conversations during meals or going to
dinner and a show? Well, dogs need something too!
Eating food from a bowl every day is pretty BORING! I
prefer (and so do my dog friends) some entertainment
and fun during my meals. Food puzzles have made
meal time much more exciting and mentally
stimulating! It's easy, inexpensive, and fun for everyone!

Macy, PhDf (pretty happy domestic feline)
Do you ever need some "me time", when you aren't
bothered and can relax? Well me and my cat friends
need that too! When I need to go to a "safe place" and
take a break from the other pets and kids in the house
I like to lay in the top of my cat tree. It's warm, cozy,
and gives me a vantage point to see everything going
on. It also has great spots for scratching when I need to
stretch, remove layers of my claws, or leave my scent. It
can help me de-stress too and who really wants a
stressed out cat!? A cat tree will be a nice investment in
your cat's happiness AND your own!

DID YOU KNOW?
Cats communicate through natural messages released in the air. Feliway
mimics these natural ’’happy messages’’ and helps cats feel more
comfortable and secure. We have a Feliway diffuser in every exam room.
Studies show that dogs respond better and more frequently to hand
signals & cues than verbal commands; but no matter which method you
use all dogs respond best to positive reinforcement training!
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
Dr. Amy attended a conference this spring to stay
up to date with advancements in the veterinary
field. Interesting topics included:
What turns a cat yellow and how to turn it back
(liver and biliary disease in cats)
Canine body language: But what do you really
mean?

NEW SERVICE PROVIDED
We now have a new piece of
equipment called a "CryoProbe".
This COOL device uses nitrous
oxide to freeze small skin tags
and other benign masses in
awake patients. Previously, we
needed to have the patient
under general anesthesia for
surgery to remove these skin

Six staff members attended a heartworm awareness
CE night. Some of the big takeaways were:
The damage of heartworm disease lasts forever

lesions. The process is quick,
safe, effective and can be done
with a sedative!

We (as veterinary staff) play a huge role in
advocating for our patients and educating their
owners

LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE
Q: What do you call 2 octopuses that look exactly the same?
A: "Itenticle!"
Q: What do you do if your dog chews a dictionary?
A: Take the words out of his mouth!
Q: Why did the cow cross the road?
A: To get to the "udder" side.

Friendly Faces

Dr. Andy and the CryoProbe

